Looking for FT family physicians to join this well established family practice clinic in **Perth**, which operates as a **Family Health Organization (FHO)**. This spacious and bright clinic boasts 24 large exam rooms, beautiful wait areas and is conveniently located just steps away from the Great War Memorial Hospital of Perth. Currently, there are options to join this practice at various times in 2018.

** ROSTER TRANSFER OPTIONS AVAILABLE **, allowing for an immediate patient roster and guaranteed monthly revenue at the onset of joining the practice.

Perth is nestled in a parkland setting along the Tay River, 83 kms southwest of central Ottawa, and is considered to be a modern community with old-world charm. The heritage core in downtown Perth consists of specialty shops, restaurants and boutiques, farmers and craft markets. The area is known for it’s historic buildings and century old homes, which add to the unique and beautiful charm of this community.

This opportunity offers the opportunity to assume a partial roster transfer from some of the existing physicians in the group, to assist them in moving towards retirement, which in turn provides income security for new physicians joining the practice. In addition to growing a family practice, there are a wide variety of extra opportunities within the community, such as LTC, emergency and hospitalist work. **The ideal candidate will have an interest in Emergency Medicine.**

**Key elements:**

- **PSSuite EMR**
- Turn key with competitive overhead split
- Wide variety of opportunities within the community (LTC, ER, Hospitalist, Anesthesia Assist)
- Supportive, efficient and professional environment
- Practice management team of professionals to handle all HR, scheduling, and all administrative aspects of practice management

For more information, or to arrange a tour of the facility, please contact Lisa at **lpushee@medical-management.ca**